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Total funded numbers have not been revealed yet: Scottish government re-imburses fees for non 

Scottish students (home- category) and EU students. We hope that the EU home funded cohort will 

stay the same, but I is still highly competitive. 

Chat Q: Some UK unis are offering scholarships of 3.00-5.000 to EU students (Eu passport holders), 
some are offering home/EU fees. What about Scotland? 
A: Scholarships are being made available, not 3.000-5.000 though. 



 https://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/study/fees-and-funding/undergraduate/scholarships/ 
 

 

Fee status and entry requirements: If an EU student is not in the home funded cohort anymore, his 

ability to get accepted increases. 

For students with IBDP, Abitur, French Bac: no changes, highly competitive.   44/45 in the IBDP, but 

chances are higher, because they do not fall into the tight category. 

Ivar Moller: We consider ourselves an EU institution! We value EU students bringing diversity of 

thought, culture, academic ability, outstanding academic achievement. 

In England legislation there is only one home status; in Scotland there are more. 

Chat info: The Home/EU status refers to specific courses such as Law with a European language at 

Kings College. It is an interesting legal arena for those who are offering it.  Warwick have been 

advised by their legal team not to offer Home/EU fees. 

The Home/EU status refers to specific courses such as Law with a European language at Kings 

College. It is an interesting legal arena for those who are offering it.  Warwick have been advised by 

their legal team not to offer Home/EU fees. 

Application – acceptance: takes 6-8 weeks in St Andrews.  

St. Andrews is asking for timelines about application procedures in students’ home countries. 

 

EU nationals will need a VISA: student visa application online since 5 Oct 2020, 6 months in advance. 

The Netherlands draw a lot of applications now, usually ask for a deposit. After getting accepted 

students have to make a decision within two weeks. (You can try to ask for an extension for a good 

reason). Ranking (numerus fixus) applies if eg  500 slots are open; you’ll  be on their waiting list. 

Numerus fixus is usually settled by April. 

Dutch unis have individual application systems; some accept applications up until July. 

UCAS is easy, only 3 things: personal statement, counsellor’s letter, grades: actually it is very 

straightforward. 
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